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ON CLOSED RADICAL ORBITS IN
HOMOGENEOUS COMPLEX MANIFOLDS

BRUCE GILLIGAN

Suppose G is a complex Lie group having a finite number of connected components
and H is a closed complex subgroup of G with H° solvable. Let RG denote the
radical of G • We show the existence of closed complex subgroups / and J of G
containing H such that I/H is a connected solvmanifold with 7° D RG , the space
G/J has a Klein form SG/A, where A is an algebraic subgroup of the semisimple
complex Lie group SG •= G/RG , and, unless I — J, the space J/I has Klein form
S/T, where T is a Zariski dense discrete subgroup of some connected positive
dimensional semisimple complex Lie group 5.

1. INTRODUCTION

Methods which allow one to study quotients of Lie groups by discrete subgroups by
considering quotients of solvable and semisimple Lie groups separately are very helpful.
One such method is presented in [1, Theorem 1] for G/T compact, where T is a discrete
subgroup of a Lie group G. Also decompositions of compact real homogeneous spaces
have been introduced by Gorbatsevich. He developed what he calls the natural and
structure bundles, where these involve double coset spaces, for example, see the fifth
chapter in the book [6] for their descriptions. In the case of a quotient of complex Lie
groups one would like to have a decomposition which is compatible with the complex
structure.

In order to get a decomposition we consider the natural map 7r : G —» SG '•= G/ RG ,
where RQ denotes the radical of G. For arbitrary G/H difficulties arise because ir(H)
need not be closed in SG . To handle such problems we use a result of Zassenhaus-
Auslander, extended in Theorem A in the Appendix of [11], which is applicable when-
ever H°, the connected component of the identity of H, is solvable. It follows that
U°, the connected component of the identity of the closure of ir(H), is solvable. The
normaliser N in SG of the complexincation U of U" is an algebraic group containing
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T(H) which cannot be semisimple. If N is solvable, then J :— T~1(N) is a closed com-
plex subgroup of G containing H with J° solvable such that G/J has a Klein form
SG/A, where A is an algebraic subgroup of the semisimple complex Lie group SG- H
N is not solvable, one proceeds by recursion and, if at some stage there is a normaliser
which is solvable, one is in a situation similar to the one described above. Otherwise,
because the dimension of G/H is finite, there is a closed complex subgroup Jj. of G
containing H such that the orbits of the radical of J* are closed in Jk/H. It is then
easy to show that there exist closed complex subgroups / and J of G containing H
such that I/H is a connected complex solvmanifold, G/J has a Klein form SG/A with
A an algebraic subgroup of SG , and, unless I = J, the space J/I has a Klein form
5 / F , where F is a Zariski dense discrete subgroup of a semisimple complex group S.
This generalises a fibration for homogeneous complex manifolds with discrete isotropy
which can be found in [4, Theorem 2]. But explicit Klein forms are not given in that
result, as they are here.

Now any solvmanifold (respectively, quotient of algebraic groups) admits the struc-
ture of a vector bundle over a compact manifold, see [2] or [10] (respectively, [9] or [8]).
Thus complicated topological problems concerning G/H with H° solvable reduce to
questions about the S/T corresponding to J/I. For example, this idea was applied in
[5] to homogeneous complex manifolds with more than two ends in order to give an
explicit decomposition of these spaces that shows "essentially where their ends live".

Throughout we will denote the connected component of the identity of a complex
Lie group L by L° and its radical by Ri. Let TTL '• L —> L/Ri be the natural map.

2. T H E STRUCTURE THEOREM

THEOREM 1 . Suppose X = G/H is a connected homogeneous complex manifold,
where G is a complex Lie group which has a finite number ot connected components
and is not solvable and H is a closed complex subgroup of G with H° solvable. Then
there exist closed complex subgroups I and J of G containing H such that 1° is
solvable, 1° D RQ , and I/H is connected, and J has a finite number of connected
components with G/J having a Klein form SG/A, where A is an algebraic subgroup
of the semisimple complex Lie group SG '•= G/RG- Moreover, unless I — J, the
space J/I = S/T, where F is a. Zariski dense discrete subgroup of a connected positive
dimensional semisimple complex Lie group S.

PROOF: The proof proceeds by induction on dime G/H. The assertions are clear
if dime G/H = 1. Suppose first that G" is semisimple. If H is an algebraic subgroup
of G, then set J — I := H and we are done. If H is not an algebraic subgroup of
G, then let J := 7TZ be the Zariski closure of 5 in G. If J = G, then set I = H.

Since G admits a faithful representation into some linear group, it follows that the
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normaliser NG(B°), as the intersection of the image of G with the normaliser of the

image of H° in the linear group, is algebraic. The fact that H C Na(H°) C G, while

H is Zariski dense in G implies Na(H°) — G. Because H° is solvable and G" is

semisimple, this is impossible, unless B° = {e}, that is, H is discrete. If J ^ G, then

dim J/H < dimG/H. By induction there are subgroups H C I C J\ C J with 1°

solvable and I" D Rj, J\/I = S/T, where F is a Zariski dense discrete subgroup of

some semisimple complex Lie group 5 , and J/J\ = Sj/A, where A is an algebraic

subgroup of Sj = J/Rj. Since nj : J —» Sj is an algebraic map, Jx = TTJ1(A) is

an algebraic subgroup of G containing H and contained in J. Hence J\ = J and

G/H —> G/I —> G/J gives us the fibrations we seek.

In the rest of the proof assume G° is not semisimple, that is, dim RG > 0. We

assume first nc(H) is not closed in SG '•= G/RG- Consider its closure U := TTG(H) in

S G • Since H° is solvable, U° is also solvable by the result of Zassenhaus—Auslander,

as proved in Theorem A in the Appendix of [11]. In general, U is a real Lie group.

Let U be the connected complex Lie subgroup of SG whose Lie algebra u is the

complexification in the Lie algebra of SG of the Lie algebra u of U°. Note that U

need not be closed. Let Ni := NsG(Uj be the normaliser in SG of U. Now iVi is

the intersection of the image of SG under a faithful representation into GL(n,C) with

the normaliser in GL(n,C) of U and thus is an algebraic subgroup. By assumption

U° ^ {e} and hence U has positive dimension. Thus N\ ^ SG, since this latter group

is semisimple and so the positive dimensional connected solvable subgroup U cannot

be normal in SG • If g £ U, then gUg~1 l~l U is a complex subgroup of SG containing

U°. By construction U is the smallest such subgroup, and thus U C JVi. Hence

7rG(Jl) C Ni. Let Ji := ^(Ni) C G. Note that Ji D RG and that 3X has a finite

number of connected components, because N\ does and the fibres of the map TTQ are

connected.

By recursion we assume G D Ji, where Ji D H and Ji D RG • We also assume that

Ni and thus J; are not solvable; see below. If the orbits of Ri :— Rji in Ji/H are not

closed, then we construct a closed complex subgroup Ji+i of G in the following way.

Let 7r; : Ji —» Si := Ji/Ri denote the natural map. Note that d i m i ^ > dim J?G > 0,

where the first inequality follows from the fact that Ni cannot be a semisimple Lie

group, because it contains the positive dimensional normal solvable complex subgroup

Ui-i. The group Ui is the complexification in 5° of the identity component (which,

by the Zassenhaus-Auslander result, is again solvable) of the closure of fti(H). The

normaliser Ni+i of Ui in Si is a proper algebraic subgroup of Si containing TTi(H)

and we set Ji+\ := 7r,~1(JVf-|-i). Note that J,-+i D Ri D RG- If the subgroup N°+1 is

solvable, then we set I = J := Ji+i and this is the group we seek. For, in this case it is

clear 1° is solvable. The fact that G/J is the quotient of SQ by an algebraic subgroup
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is shown below in the last paragraph of the proof. The Klein form of J/I is obvious in
this case.

Otherwise, since dime G/H is finite, the process described above terminates after
finitely many steps yielding a chain of closed complex subgroups Jj , for 1 ^ i ^ k, of
G with

H cJkC Jk-i C-CJiCG,

such that the Rk-orbits are closed in Jk/3 and thus in G/H too. Each J{ has a
finite number of connected components, since it is the inverse image of an algebraic
subgroup by a map with connected fibres. In addition, Ji/Ji+i = Si/Ni+i, where
Si := Ji/Ri and ./Vv+i C Si is an algebraic subgroup, given by the above procedure.
Because H is a subgroup of Jk and iZj is normal in J j , it follows that H • Rk is a
closed subgroup of Jj.. Incidentally, note that if TTG{H) is closed in SG to begin with,
then we set Ji, := G and the above properties are trivially verified. The projection
Hk := TTk(H) is closed in Sk := Jk/Rk and 2T£ is solvable. Since S£ is semisimple, it
follows from the first paragraph of the proof that there exist a closed complex subgroup
Is with Ig solvable and an algebraic subgroup As with Hk C Is C -4s C 5* such
that As I Is = S/T is the quotient of a semisimple complex Lie group 5 by a Zariski
dense discrete subgroup T, unless Is = As• Now set I := 7r^"1(/s) and J := 7r^"1(As).
Because Trk(H) = Hk C Is C As, it follows that H C I C J. Since I" = ^(Ig) is
the inverse image of a solvable group by a homomorphism with solvable kernel, 1° is
solvable. Also

(1) J/I = AS / IS = S/f,

and we see from (1) that J/I has the required Klein form.

Since J D RG , it is clear G/J = SG/ITG(J), where TTG(J) is a closed complex
subgroup of SG• We would like to show that TTG(J) is an algebraic subgroup of SG,

that is, that one can write G/J as a quotient of SG by an algebraic subgroup. We
have already defined the natural map 7r; : Jj —+ Si := Ji/Ri and we also consider the
natural map

Note that R^ = TT;_I(.RJ) and thus Si — TCi(Ni). For any l ^ i ^ f c — 1 we have the
following diagram

Ji+1 :=irT-1(Ni+1) CJi
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and thus

(2) Ti+l = 7Ti+l 0 7Tj| Ji+l .

There is a similar diagram for i = 0, if one replaces Jo by G, So by SQ and TTO by
TTG. Then

(3 ) 7Ti = 7?!

We now define a group

A := 7?!""1 o • • • o Sr^i o n^i-As) C Sa-

Note that A is an algebraic group, because As is algebraic and each of the maps 7?j is
an algebraic map. Now by using (2) and (3) we see that

Hence TVG(J) = A and thus G/J — SG/A. If the process ended because N% is solvable,
then we set

A := Trf1 o • • • o 5?-^ o w^iNk) C 5G.

In this case 4 is algebraic for the same reasons as before and A° is also solvable. Similar
to above, it follows that G/J = SG/A and the proof of the theorem is complete. u

3. THE STRUCTURE OF ARBITRARY G/H

In conclusion we would like to point out how the structure of any homogeneous
complex manifold G/H depends on six components. First let N :— Na{H°) be the
normaliser in G of the connected component H° of the identity of H. Then TV is a
closed complex subgroup of G containing H and one has the fibration G/H —> G/N
which is commonly called the normaliser fibration of G/H . By a Theorem of Chevalley
[3] the commutator subgroup G' of G has closed orbits in G/N and one has the
fibration G/N -> G/NG'. Its base G/NG' is a Stein Abelian Lie group, see [7], and
its fibre NG'/N = G'/N (1 G' can be written as a quotient of algebraic groups. Since
the radical RQ' of the commutator subgroup G' has closed orbits in G'/G' D N, one
can consider the fibration

G'/G'nNRGl/-^'nNs/snNRG,,
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where S denotes a maximal semisimple subgroup of G. As well, the fibre N/H

of the normaliser fibration can be handled by the theorem above, because N/H =

(N/H°)/{H/H°) is the quotient of the complex Lie group N/H" by the discrete sub-

group H/H". Thus one can study G/NG', RG>/RGlnN and S/Sr\NRG> along with

the three components of N/H given by our structure theorem. Variants of these ideas

can be found in many different works in the literature, for example, see [4]. There it

sufficed to know that if G is a mixed complex Lie group (neither solvable nor semisim-

ple) and F is a discrete subgroup of G, then there exists a proper closed complex

subgroup J of G containing both F and the radical RG and one then has the fibration

G/T -> G/J to work with.
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